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Range Laser Scanners: a suitable technology for markerless human motion analysis

• Single-row range laser scanners measure the distance between themselves and the closest element, in a set of predefined directions that are usually located in a
plane. Therefore, they can be used to analyse the geometry of a thin slice of the observed scene.

• They derive the distance measures from the time-of-flight of an infrared signal (e.g. a pulse). A large number of precise distance measures can be taken at
high frequency (e.g. 274 directions scanned at 60Hz, or 16440 measures per second, in the case of the sensor BEA LZR-U901).

• The suitability of range laser scanners depends on the speed of the observed elements, and is in general high for human motion [1].

Figure 1: BEA LZR (real size)

The wide variety of potential applications for human motion analysis with range laser scanners
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Figure 3. Learning semantic scene by tracking. Once we obtained the tracking results (Fig.a), these trajectories were clustered into
different crowd flows via an online unsupervised learning (Fig.b). Then, we could learn scene knowledge: (1) Dynamic properties: density
distribution (Fig.c) and velocity distribution (Fig.d) of the crowd flow. (2) Static properties: walk paths and sinks/sources (Fig.f). Note that
the arrows in Fig.d show the principal orientation at each position. Please see texts for more details.

become a crowd flow and it could be seen as a type of activ-
ity. Secondly, we should extract the knowledge of the scene
from these clusters. Scene knowledge should contain two
parts: dynamic properties (e.g., information of crowd flow)
and static prosperities (e.g., walk paths and sinks/sources).
These scene knowledge can provide a great help to the
tracking and the overall pipeline is illustrated in Fig.3. In
this section, we will provide the details about these items.

3.1. Online clustering

Problem Formulation and Overview:

At time !, person " is represented by x!!!" #
!#!$ %!$ &

"
! $ &#

! ", where !#!$ %!" is the position, !&"
! $ &#

! " the
velocity. With the help of the trackers, we obtain the
' trajectories !(!!!""$

!!", where (!!!" # !x!!!" $ ! #
%$ )))$ *". We should cluster these trajectories into + clus-
ters !,%!!""&

%!" at a specific time !. In order to dynami-
cally reflect the change of scene information, all the clus-
tering should be online. Inspired by Vidal [26], we consider
each cluster ,%!!" as a moving hyperplane. Thus, we can
model a union of + hyperplane in !', where ,%!!" # !x #
!' $ b!

% !!"x # &"$ - # %$ )))$ +, where b!!" # !', as the
zero set of a polynomial with time varying coefficients using
normalized gradient descent. Then the hyperplane normals
are estimated from the derivatives of the new polynomial
at each trajectory. Lastly, the trajectories are grouped by
clustering their associated normal vectors.

Algorithm Detail:

Given a point x!!" in one of hyperplane ,%!!", there is
a vector b%!!" normal to it such that b!

% !!"x!!" # &. Thus,
the following homogeneous polynomial of degree + in .

variables must vanish at x!!":

/&!x!!"$ !" # !b!
" !!"x!!""!b!

# !!"x!!"")))!b!
& !!"x!!"" # &)

(1)
This homogeneous polynomial can be written as a linear
combination of all the monomials of degree + in x, x( #
#&!

" #&"
# )))#&!

' with +" ' +# ' )))+' # +, as

/&!x$ !"
)
#

!
0&!)***)&! !!"#&!

" )))#&!

' # e!!"!1&!x" # &$

(2)
where 0(!!" # ! represents the coefficient of the monomial
x( . The map 1& $ !' $ !+"$'% is known as Veronese
map [10] of degree +, where 2 is chosen in the degree-
lexicographic order and 3&!." is the total number of in-
dependent monomials.

Thank to the polynomial equation (2), we can perform
the online hyperplane clustering by operating on the poly-
nomial coefficients e!!" rather than on the normal vectors
!b%!!""&

!!". That is because e!!" does not depend on which
hyperplane the x!!" belong to. Therefore, at each time !, we
seek to find an estimate (e!!" of e!!" that minimizes

4!e!!"" #
%

'

,!

-!"

$!

!!"

!e!5"!1&!x!!5"""#) (3)

By using normalized gradient descent, we obtain the fol-
lowing recursive identifier

(e!! ' %" # (e!!" )*+!%v!!"%" '
v!!"

%v!!"% +,-!%v!!"%"$ (4)

where the negative normalized gradient is computed as

v!!" # &6!2+"$'% & (e!!"(e!!!""

'
"$

!!"!(e
!!!"1&!x!!!"""1&!x!!!""7'

% ' 6
"$

!!" %1&!x!!!""%#7'
$

(5)

Figure 2: By analysing a thin horizontal slice of the scene, it is for
example possible to track more than 150 people simultaneously with a few
sensors, and to analyse crowd flows in public places [2].
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Figure 3: Analysing the behaviour of people and their interactions is also
possible, as range laser scanners can be used to find the temporally
coherent groups of people and to track these groups globally [3].

Figure 4: When a vertical slice of the scene is observed with range laser
scanners in a doorframe, machine learning techniques can recognize
piggybacking and tailgating scenarios [4]

Figure 5: Human motion analysis with range laser scanners is also a
cornerstone for some medical assessments. As mobility plays an important
role in geriatrics, measuring the walking speed of elderly people with a
range laser scanner placed in their flats has been proposed [5].
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2.2. Apparatus 

2.2.1. Terrestrial LIDAR 

A terrestrial LIDAR was used in this work to record the trajectory of the legs of the subjects. The 

selected LIDAR was the Hokuyo UTM-30LX [40] (Figure 1), a two-dimensional radial scanning laser 

range finder with an effective sensing range up to 30 meters in indoor and outdoor environments. The 

distance between the laser and the object is obtained measuring the elapsed time between the emission 

of a pulsed laser beam and the reception of its echo; this time is used to estimate the distance. 

F igure 1. Hokuyo UTM-30LX. 

 

The UTM has a scanning range from !135° to +135° in steps of 0.25° (0° is in the front of the 

device) with a resolution of 1 mm, and one scan is completed in 0.025 s (40 Hz). The raw scan data 

provided by the device contains 1,081 distance-points expressed in millimeters and represented using  

18 bits with a total of 3,243 bytes per scan.  

The UTM was attached to an Intel® Core 2, 1.66 GHz, 1 GB RAM portable computer using a USB 

2.0 port for registering data. The UTM was controlled using a proprietary (open) protocol based on 

messages. An interesting feature of the UTM is the inclusion of an internal reference time (1 ms 

resolution) in the raw data provided to avoid the effect of the delays originated in the USB 

communication with the computer. 

The measurement procedure used to obtain the gait parameters from the scans acquired with the 

LIDAR is stated in [39]. Figure 2 shows a representation of a typical scanning procedure during a 

walking experiment. The LIDAR was placed at a height of 100 mm above the ground (approximately 

at ankle height) with the scanning plane parallel to the floor to obtain the maximum information from 

the legs without detecting the shoes/feet. Figure 3 shows an example of the raw data points obtained in 

the case of two isolated legs in front of the LIDAR. This raw data is segmented and used to fit two 

circles that define the instantaneous position of the legs of the subject while walking [39] and then the 

parameters of the gait are computed.  

F igure 2. Representation of a typical measurement set with a representation of the scan plane. 
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Figure 6: The gait characterization is also important in neurology, and
measuring various gait characteristics with a range laser scanner has also
been proposed [6].

Figure 7: Some preliminary results suggest that range laser scanners could
also be used to recognize people, with machine learning techniques, based
on their gait [7], which has potential applications in intelligent houses, as
well as in security.

Going further in the analysis and interpretation: the project GAIMS (gait analysis in multiple sclerosis)

In 2011, we started a multidisciplinary project, named GAIMS, to analyse
and interpret the gait of people with multiple sclerosis (MS). Measuring
their gait is important because most of them have walking impairments
since the early stages of the disease, and perceive it as the most disabling
symptom [8]. Thus, gait plays an important role for showing there is no
evidence of disease activity [9], as well as for demonstrating the efficacy of
therapies. Figure 8: There are 2,500,000

people with MS in the world.
Figure 9: The disease course of
MS and the EDSS score.
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Figure 10: Gait is the most
important domain for MS.
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Figure 11: Gait helps to show
the absence of disease activity

GAIMS measures the trajectories of the lower limbs extremities and de-
rives many gait characteristics from them [1]. The system GAIMS is non-
intrusive, in the sense that it is contactless and that its usage does not
impact on the gait characteristics. The system is well suited for the clin-
ical routine because there is no need to equip the observed person with
sensors or markers. It avoids the use of a treadmill, allows to analyse the
gait both during straight lines and turns, and to analyze long walking tests,
therefore allowing for an analysis of the motor fatigability [10]. Figure 12: GAIMS measures feet trajectories with range laser scanners and

derives many gait characteristics.
Figure 13: I-see-3D can project on the floor, in
realtime, the feet trajectories observed with GAIMS.

Measuring the trajectories of the lower limbs extremities is sufficient, as we demonstrated that GAIMS measures an important quantity of information about the state of the patient, which is
done with an adequate accuracy. In particular, GAIMS is able, with the help of machine learning techniques, to better detect ataxia than gait disorder specialists [11], and to detect when ataxia
is increased between two successive visits of the same patient [12]. Moreover, it is possible to derive scores based on objective and quantitative measures of the gait that are well correlated with
the subjective score used by neurologists [13]. Finally, GAIMS has been able to detect significant differences between healthy people, and different disability levels groups of people with MS [14].
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